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People’s Bank of China must have suitable monetary operational aims and 
tool-oriented rules in order to achieve the dual aims of inflation stabilization and 
economy growth. In recent years the growing enhancement of monetary base 
endogeneity cause the supply of money as the intermediate target of our monetary 
policy has the “controllability” issue. With the progress of establishing the 
market-oriented interest rate, transform the monetary policy from quantity control to 
price control, study the possibility and feasibility of choosing interest rate rules as our 
central bank’s tool-oriented monetary policies are forward-looking and meaningful. 
When studying the feasibility of the interest rate rules in China, I find that the asset 
prices like stock price and real estate price are very volatile. The asset prices volatility 
could affect the economy growth and financial stability in many ways, is China’s 
interest rate policy considered the change of asset prices and adjusted accordingly? In 
this paper I tried to construct a financial condition index (FCI) including asset prices 
information, and add it with the growth rate of money supply into the forward-looking 
interest rate rules, find out the interest rate’s reaction toward the variables with 
empirical study use amended taylor’s rule, then analyze the feasibility of interest rate 
rules in our monetary policy. 
Empirical study shows that amended Taylor Rule are weak efficiency in China, 
there’s lack reaction of interest rate regulation and control toward output gap. In the 
mean time the financial condition index (FCI) which reflected the asset prices 
information has significant influence toward inflation rate, but short term interest rate 
is less sensitive and unstable toward the financial condition index (FCI), indicate that 
interest rate regulate and control didn’t fully reflect the information about future 
output and inflation contained in the asset prices. At last there are policy suggestions 
according to the empirical study. 
The innovation of this paper is when analyzing the feasibility of interest rate rules 
in China I amended the taylor’s rule model according to China’s reality and used 













could conduct more comprehensive and accurate data analysis, and wish to offer some 
useful references to our choice of tool-oriented monetary policies. 
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